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=========== Stretch Break is an ergonomic software program that helps prevent Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSIs) by gently
reminding you to take periodic breaks while using your computer. A team of health care professionals developed Stretch Break
to increase circulation, relieve tension, boost your energy level, and help guard against Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSIs). Once
installed on your hard drive, Stretch Break gently reminds you to take periodic breaks while using your computer. You are
invited to perform a series of low-impact stretches illustrated on the screen. Then Stretch Break returns you to your current
Windows application. Stretch Break is simple. With one mouse click, you begin stretching with the figure on the screen, or you
can delay or cancel the stretches. Stretch Break is flexible. You select how long to wait between stretch sessions and how many
stretches per session (defaults are 30 minutes and 3 stretches). Each stretch lasts for 20 to 30 seconds, so you are back to work
in one or two minutes. The stretch routines were designed to be low impact and natural. Stretch Break controls the level of
discomfort you experience during the stretches. You can toggle between the three levels. These are: * Comfort * Less
discomfort * A bit discomfort Upon exiting each stretch, Stretch Break automatically returns you to your current computer
application. You can also specify that you would like Stretch Break to remain active for the next 30 minutes. With this option,
when you click on the Stretch Break icon on the taskbar, Stretch Break will remain in a state of reminders until the next time
you start using your computer. Stretch Break is designed to fit into the mindset of your daily work routine. You can easily
activate and deactivate Stretch Break during the day so that you are constantly reminded to take periodic breaks. A new Stretch
Break icon will appear on your taskbar each time you activate Stretch Break. In addition, each time you start using your
computer, Stretch Break will remind you to take breaks. (Note: Stretch Break keeps track of the number of minutes since its last
reminder, and it remembers your last starting time, so you are not asked to start a new timer each time.) More information:
============= Version 2.1: Version 2.1 may be released any day now. Please check out the latest. Version 2.0:
================================================== October 30th, 2012: Version 2.0 will be released in mid-
November. Version 1.0: ==================================================
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-Stretches while you work -Notifications while you work, reminding you to take periodic breaks and stretch -Easy to use on any
computer -App cannot be removed once installed -Self-administered, no added software or hardware needed -No risk of injury
to users or computer - only good vibes Unique features of stretch break -Note: This program is not a strict replacement for
manual stretching that includes the adduction, flexion, and extension of the ankle. -Note: This program is not intended to
prevent or treat 'neurological injury'. -Note: Stretch Break is useful on a computer, tablet, cell phone, or laptop. -Note: This
program is designed for a 10 minute break. -Note: Choose to learn how to stretch properly to avoid repetitive strain injuries.
-Note: Choose to learn stretch for specific health issues, such as back pain, shoulder pain, neck pain, tight hamstrings, sore
wrists, knee pain, tired shoulders and neck, and many other chronic and acute health issues. -Note: Learn to align your body and
practice a series of stretches to prevent: aching arms or back, stiff and sore joints, poor circulation, poor vision, tiredness, back
pain, headaches, neck pain, injuries and illness. -Note: Take a short, 10-minute break to stretch your muscles and wake up your
brain. Let stretch break remind you to stretch. -Note: Time your rest breaks to fit into your lifestyle. -Note: Stretch Break
reminds you to stretch for a variety of health issues, which may relieve symptoms or prevent injuries. -Note: Use at anytime,
anywhere. -Note: Use to get organized, relaxed, out of the house, and to prevent injury. -Note: The app has a timer to gauge how
long it takes to accomplish a goal. -Note: Stretch Break will remind you to stretch, by being the best alarm clock! Download
Stretch Break or just click on the green button to read the reviews: What's New in 1.0.0 In this release Stretch Break can now
download stretches from Stretching Planner. Please see www.stretchingplanner.com for more information. What's New in 0.4.3
Switched to Android... Stretches now include the home page within them A bit more guidance about stretching 09e8f5149f
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* Guide you to take periodic breaks while you are working * Guide you to avoid Repetitive Strain Injuries (RSIs) * Reduce
your risk of Computer Musculoskeletal Disorders (CMSD) * Notice and correct ergonomic problems * Provide a gentle
reminder * Monitor and save your stretches * Record your daily data System Requirements: • Microsoft Windows
98/NT/2000/XP • Java 2.0 or higher How Stretch Break Works: When you set Stretch Break to run periodically, Stretch Break
waits for a minimum duration (30 minutes by default). If you don't stretch within this time, Stretch Break does nothing. If you
stretch, Stretch Break begins stretching. When Stretch Break is running, Stretch Break displays a set of three small, colorful
figures in a grid. The figures stretch and bend for 20 to 30 seconds. Then the figures return to their original position and the
timer resets to the beginning of the next countdown. The figures are designed to gently remind you to take periodic breaks (not
to force you to stretch). Stretch Break displays three small figures in a grid. By stretching one figure, you can stretch both of the
surrounding figures. The grid of figures fills the lower third of the screen. The circles are drawn within the grid, so if you can
see a box in the grid, you can also see the circle that represents that box. You are invited to use the mouse to move the circles,
stretch the circles, add stretch animations, and change the timing settings for the length of the animations. Up to 20 different
animations are available. This means you can cycle through three different figure positions, four different positions for
stretching the circles, and five different positions for stretching the box. This number of animations is sufficient for most users.
The software pauses the timer during stretch animations, so you won't have to interrupt your work to stretch. In addition, Stretch
Break draws a light red circle around the figures when you are stretching. Stretch Break is not a control panel. You do not need
to be in a formal desktop environment. You can use a terminal (DOS) window, a form, or the MS-DOS control panel. The timer
can be set to start only when you are working on a task, to reset only when you are working on a task, or to reset for any mouse
move. Stretch Break records the timing settings for stretch animations in a file named.STRT. Details are stored with user-
defined key

What's New In?

• Update 1.1.3: Enhancements: Version 1.1.3: -Fixed bug that prevented the program from saving settings if the program was
quitted. Version 1.1.2: -Fixed bug that caused the program to hang if you minimized it to tray icon. Version 1.1: -Added option
to pause program until next stretch. Version 1.0.1: -Added option to restart the program. Version 1.0: -Initial release.
LunchtimeLunchtime is a program for your Windows PC. It frees you from working on your food in the middle of your meal, it
is simply designed with a dedicated solution for the moment when you need to switch from work to life at the same time.
Lunchtime is not limited to the traditional meal break, it can be adapted to work for any reason. A second screen makes it
possible to see all notifications while you are looking after the children. Reliable Music DownloaderThis software is used to
download music from internet, off-line and mp3 music album. It is easy and safe to use. The downloaded music are saved in the
computer and the default location can be changed. chm2bakChm2bak is a software application designed to convert CHM help
file to HTML for easier viewing. The chmhelp source file can be any chm file, including Microsoft Visual C++, Cobol, and Perl
help files. Notepad2DosNotepad2 will save files in traditional Notepad windows under DOS or Windows with a
NOTEPAD.SYS file extension. Desktop RSS ReaderThis program works similarly to Yahoo!'s Desktop RSS reader. Desktop
RSS Reader is an easy-to-use RSS reader for Windows, which you can sync with your Yahoo! Reader account. Data Rotation
Data Rotation is a file size and disk space optimizer for Windows that detects duplicate or nearly identical files, and
automatically removes them. The program detects and rotates files as fast as 5-10MB per second. iPhone/iTouch/iPad Hello
everyone,i'm looking forward to share with you my 1 year experience on Windows Mobile. I wish this will be useful for those
who have a same device or not.Here are some tips of my life in this world. EmulatorPega Game Emulator, a set of programs
that simulate the operations of the Sega Game Gear,
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System Requirements For Stretch Break:

*2 x Intel Xeon E3-1200 v5 (v6) CPUs or AMD Opteron 6272 *50 GB of RAM *Required Hard Disk space: 50 GB *Requires
Steam™ for full installation •Disco Elysé�: Forgotten Dreams� is a fully local three-dimensional (3D) puzzle platformer game
for the PC. •The game starts with a series of puzzles designed to lead you into the game’s universe. •As you complete the
puzzles you will
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